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ABSTRACT

As resources become scarce, new petroleum horizons will need to be developed to

satisfy the world's demand for energy. One of the horizons of interest is deep coalbed

methane production. Unfortunately, coal permeability is highly sensitive to changes in

effective stress, and it is believed that there is little permeability in coal in deeper

environments. However, this belief is based on the assumption that the compressibility

of coal remains constant as stress changes. When this idea is replaced by the assumption

that pore volume compressibility in coal decreases with increasing stress, the coal may

retain much more permeability during increases in stress.

A model is developed here to show how the different assumptions affect

permeability changes during pressure drawdown in a well. Simulations show that the

assumption that compressibility decreases with depth has a significant impact on how a

coal's permeability evolves during production, which in turn has a significant impact on

production rates. If the constant compressibility assumption is applied when modeling

deep coalbed methane, ultimate reserves and production may be significantly

underestimated and otherwise profitable ventures would be overlooked.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Coalbed methane (CBM) is a significant worldwide resource. In the United

States (U.S.) alone, some estimates of the CBM resource exceed 700 trillion cubic feet

(Tcf) of gas, with around 100 Tcf estimated as economically recoverable.' Proved

reserves in the U.S. in 2003 totaled 18.7 Tcf which was around 10% of the total dry

natural gas reserves at the time.^ The worldwide resource is even more significant with

large areas of exploration and some production including Canada, Australia, China,

Europe, and Russia.^

Many of the early estimates for the volumes of CBM resources have generally

only considered shallow coals to depths of approximately 3,000 feet (ft.).'* Most of these

shallow deposits are of interest to the mining industry and subsequently have been

mapped and defined while the deeper, less accessible coals, have been overlooked as a

possible CBM resource.^'^ An early estimate (1984) for the U.S. suggests an in-place

resource in excess of 186 Tcf for coals deeper than 3,000 ft.^ Nelson® estimates that 77%

of the 457 Tcf, or 352 Tcf, of the CBM resource in the Rocky Mountain region is

contained in deeper, lower-permeability coals.

Areas of interest for deep coal exploration for both the U.S. and selected basins

throughout the world, as well as their resource estimates, are shown in Table 1.1. Some

of the deepest CBM production has occurred in the White River Dome area of the



Table 1.1. Deep (>5,000 ft.) Worldwide CBM Resource Estimates. Data from
Kuuskraa.®

County Basin Formation or Coal Size Estimates

United

States
Piceance Cameo 60Tcf

San Juan Menefee coal 22-34 Tcf

Green River
Fort Union, Almond

(Meseverde)

Uinta Castlegate (Meseverde)

Western

Washington
Puget Group Coals

Canada Deep Alberta
Lower Cretaceous Spirit River
to Nikanassin

150+ Tcf

Australia Cooper
Permian Toolachee

and Patchawarra coal 500 Tcf; 50,000 mi.^

sub-Surat

Rieds Dome,

Tinowon Formation,

and Blackwater Group

Bowen Permian

Galilee Permian

China Ordos
Carboniferous Taiyuan and
Permian Shanxi

Junggar
Jurassic Badaowan,

Sangonghe, Xish<uiyo 60,000 mi.^

Tarim Carboniferous and Permian 220,000 mi.^

Kazakastan Karaganda Karagandinskaya coal 30 Tcf, 1,000 mi.^

Russia Kuznetsk
Permian-Carboniferous

Yemnako vskaya 1200 Tcf (>4,000 ft.)

Others: Spain, Germany, Switzerland and the United Kingdom



Piceance Basin, Colorado. This area produces from depths exceeding 8,100 ft. thus

showing that it is possible to have economical production from deeper coals.^

1.1. Difficulties in Deep CBM Exploration and Production

The most significant deterrent to deep CBM exploration is the fear of low

permeability.^ Permeability in coals is highly stress-dependent and decreases

significantly with increases in stress (see Section 2.6). If the permeability is too low,

efficient dewatering of the coal, which is required for CBM wells in order to decrease the

reservoir pressure and initiate gas production, may not occur. Other deterrents include

unfavorable gas desorption characteristics, limited data for deep coals, and higher costs.^

Also, coals display highly variable reservoir characteristics from basin to basin, and even

within individual coal seams. This heterogeneity of coal, especially as it relates to the

cleat system, fractures, and shear structures, make well performance and economic

considerations difficult to predict.'®

1.2. Production from Deeper Coals

Permeability is one of the most influential rock properties on the production

potential of CBM wells. It is related directly to the fractures and cleats present in the coal

system (see Section 2.3). The permeability of coal has been shown in some cases to

decrease exponentially with increasing effective stress (Figure 1.1). The effective stress
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(<^) is defined as the difference between the confining pressure (pov) and the fluid

pressure (p^)" and is shown in Equation 1.1.

(^e = Pov-Pp (1.1)

The results presented in Figure 1.1 A have lead to the conclusion that in deep

environments, where the effective stress is high, coals will have essentially zero

permeability. However, this relationship is based on very little data from deeper coals.

In addition, the conclusion is also based on two key assumptions that may not hold for

coals in higher stress environments: (1) pore volume compressibility (i.e. the pore space

in the cleat system, or cleat volume compressibility) is constant, and (2) effective stress is

directly related to the overburden pressure.

Most modeling efforts aimed at describing permeability changes in coal are based

on the fundamental assumption that the macro-pore volume compressibility remains

constant for changes in stress. Pore volume compressibility (cp) for a material is its

change in pore volume (dVp) associated with a change in pressure (dp) relative to its

original pore volume (Vp), and is shown in Equation 1.2. Since the effective stress is

directly related to the pressure. Equation 1.2 can be rewritten as Equation 1.3 in order to

relate the pore volume compressibility to the change in effective stress.



1 dV^

V.da, (1.3)

In shallow environments, the assumption of constant pore volume compressibility

is often appropriate since the changes in stress are relatively small. However, for deeper

CBM production which requires large decreases in formation pressure in order to allow

for desorption to occur, the effective stress changes will be much more significant. It has

been shown that as effective stress increases, the pore volume compressibility

decreases.'^

By assuming that the pore volume compressibility decreases with increasing

effective stress, the permeability and porosity of the coal may attain a relatively constant

level while the effective stress increases (in Figure LIB, at depths below the equivalent

lithostatic depth of approximately 5,000 ft.). This would lead to less reduction in

permeability during pore pressure drawdown.'^ Due to the heterogeneity of coals, the

rate of permeability reduction will also vary from coal to coal'^ suggesting that the

permeability-stress relationship should be determined on an individual coal basis. In

other words, some coals may be less sensitive to stress than others.

In addition, the permeability may be more precisely related to the effective

horizontal stress,^ which is not directly related to the overburden stress.'^ A deeper coal

in a relaxed horizontal stress environment may have greater permeability than a shallow



coal in a higher stress environment.^ A lower actual in-situ horizontal stress gradient

would result in a higher permeability at a given depth in comparison to the permeability

derived from a lithostatic stress assumption.'^ This leads to the conclusion that a deep

coal may be producible in a low to moderate stress environment.^

By assuming a variable pore volume compressibility, the decreases in

permeability due to changes in stress during pressure drawdown are much less significant

when compared to assuming a constant pore volume compressibility value. This implies

that if there is significant in-situ permeability, the coal may maintain enough permeability

during the water production phase to allow for efficient dewatering and earlier gas

production in deep coal systems.

Regardless of the coalbed properties, deep CBM wells will most likely need

hydraulic fracture stimulation in order to produce at economical rates. For optimization

of long term production, changes in permeability need to be accurately estimated in order

to design fracture treatments with appropriate conductivity so that the fracture flow will

remain efficient throughout the life of the CBM well. Permeability estimates may be

more accurately predicted at depth by assuming variable pore volume compressibility.

1.3. Research Objectives

The primary objective of this thesis is to show how the assumption of variable

pore volume compressibility is necessary in order to model production from deeper CBM

resources. It was originally planned to find evidence from well tests of in-situ



permeability in order to define the relationship between pore volume compressibility,

permeability, and stress. Unfortunately, due to proprietary issues, existing data have

remained elusive. Additionally, little to no data from deep coals have been acquired by

the petroleum or mining industries. However, there is enough evidence in the literature

that supports the assumption of variable pore volume compressibility in order to

accomplish the thesis objectives.

The second objective is to use current CBM permeability/stress equations to

demonstrate how the compressibility assumption affects the permeability changes

calculated for a coal. By using coal properties found in the literature, as well as

permeability measurements and pore volume compressibility estimations, modeling could

show how the different assumptions affect permeability evolution in a producing coal.

The final objective is to incorporate the results of the permeability modeling in an

appropriate CBM simulator in order to analyze the difference in production

characteristics when considering the two different assumptions for pore volume

compressibility.

8



CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVffiW

In this chapter, the physical characteristics of coal that are most relevant to CBM

production are reviewed. This includes descriptions of the dual-porosity/permeability

systems that exist in coals and how this affects production characteristics. It also

includes a summary of the permeability changes that occur with changes in stress, and

how the pore volume compressibility of coal affects these changes in permeability.

2.1. Coal Composition

The most important material constituents of coal in respect to CBM production

are the macerals, ash, moisture, and cleats.'^ The macerals are the building blocks of the

coal and in essence are comparable to the minerals of other rock types. The majority of

North American coals are composed of the maceral vitrinite, which is derived from the

woody cell walls of plants. The gas in coals is mainly adsorbed onto the vitrinite

component of the coal.

The ash constitutes the non-coal materials present in the coal. It includes the

inherent minerals of the original depositional system as well as any extraneous minerals

transported into the formation by water. For example, the ash content could include silt,

volcanic ash, windblown dust, or deposits of quartz or calcite developed from water

infiltrating the cleat system.



The moisture content is the immobile water entrained in the microporosity of the

coal (see Section 2.2). Neither ash nor moisture is able to hold any gas, and higher

volumes of each will lower the amount of gas a coal may contain. The moisture will

lower the gas storage capability of the coal until a critical moisture content is reached

beyond which further increases in moisture have no effect on gas storage.'® '^

2.2. Rank Classification

Coals are generally described by their rank. As the original peat material

compresses and the temperature increases during burial, coals evolve from the original

peat material into lignite, sub-bituminous coal, bituminous coal, anthracite, and

eventually the coal becomes graphite (Figure 2.1). During this metamorphism from low

to high rank, important processes occur: the vitrinite reflectance increases, the heating

value of the coal increases, the moisture content decreases, the volatile matter decreases,

cleats are created and destroyed, and gas is generated.

2.3. Porositv/Cleat Svstem

The dual porosity system of coal is composed of the micro-porosity of the matrix

and the macro-porosity of the cleats. The matrix is composed of the coal itself (maceral

composition) and contains the micro pores of the system. The cleats are the fractures that

divide the matrix into blocks and contain the macro pores of the system. When porosity

is referenced in CBM reservoirs, it is the macro-porosity of the cleat system that is

10
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Figure 2.1. Coal rank classification. As temperature and pressure increase, the
coal rank increases resulting in higher vitrinite reflectance values (Ro%), lower
percentages of volatile matter (Vol. Mat.), and higher heating capacities
(BTU/lh.). Adapted from Stach et al.^^ found in Mukhopadhyay and Hatcher.^^
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considered. The terms "pore volume," "macro-pore volume", "cleat volume," or

"fracture volume," are all used to represent the same macro-porosity system of the coal.

"Pore volume" is the term used in this text. Most coals contain porosity in the range from

0.1% to 2.5%.'^'^° The pore system is most often initially water-saturated and thus the

porosity relates strongly to the ultimate water production of a CBM well.'^

Cleats occur on a variety of scales^' (Figure 2.2). The dominant cleat system that

controls permeability includes the face and butt cleats. The face cleats are the more

continuous fractures while the butt cleats tend to be oriented orthogonal to the face cleats

and terminate at their intersection. This face/butt cleat system is complemented by the

secondary and tertiary cleats, which are microfractures that often have a different

orientation than the face/butt cleats. Large-scale cross-cutting joints and faults

interconnect the face/butt cleat system^^ as long as the deformation that created the

fractures was brittle in nature and not ductile.^^ The large-scale fractures can lead to

increased cleat connectivity, which significantly enhances permeability.^" Even though

the cleats and fractures dominate the flow of fluids in coal, permeability is a property of

the rock and includes both the flow attributed to the fractures and the flow attributed to

the matrix. It is not the permeability of the fracture itself.

In general the cleat system is most well developed in thick, bright, ash-free

coals.^"'^"* These characteristics lead to smaller cleat spacing and better permeability. In

some cases the interconnectedness of the cleat system may extend as much as a kilometer

12
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where the methane is stored in the micro-porosity of the coal, (b) Cross-sectional view
showing cleat hierarchies from the tertiary cleats up to the primary and master cleats,
(c) Plan view combined with a cross-sectional view showing relationships for the
larger-scale cleat system. This includes enhanced cleat development associated with
other structural elements including channel sandstones and fracture swarms. Modified
from Laubach et al.^° and Li et al.^^
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in distance.^" As the coal evolves from low to high rank, the cleat spacing will generally

increase in coals from peat through medium-volatile bituminous (Ro% < 1.35), and then

either decrease or remain constant as the rank continues to increase through

anthracite.^^'^

2.4. Gas Generation

During the evolution of coal

from peat to anthracite, around

7,000 to 9,600 scf/ton of gas is

generated"^'^' (Figure 2.3). The

majority of the gas is composed of

methane along with the two other

principle gases nitrogen and carbon

dioxide. Coals may also generate

trace amounts of higher

hydrocarbons and hydrogen sulfide.'^

The amount of gas able to be

stored in coal is often much less
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Figure 2.3. Gas generation in coals during
evolution from low to high rank. The total
gas generated in this example exceeds 8,500
scf/ton. Modified from Rice,^' and Hunt.^^

than the amount of gas generated. In general, storage capacity of coal is positively

correlated with pressure and maturity, and negatively correlated with temperature.^®
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Gas content is also controlled by other geologic factors including the coal's thickness,

chemical constituents, permeability, and structural history?^

The gas storage system of a coal differs significantly from conventional sandstone

reservoirs (Figure 2.4). In a conventional storage system, the amount of in-situ gas is

directly related to the porosity and the pressure. In contrast, the majority of gas present in

coal is adsorbed onto the surface area in the micro-porosity of the system. This internal

surface area ranges from 500,000 to 2,000,000 ft.^/lb.'^ This is the main reason such

large volumes of gas can be stored within coals in shallow environments where the

pressures are low. In a coal, the amount of gas able to be stored is related to the coal's

adsorption properties as described by the Langmuir isotherm.
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Figure 2.4. Gas storage profile comparison between sandstone and coal.
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2.5. Production Mechanism

As the formation pore pressure decreases during water production, the gas desorbs

from the surface area of the coal material in accordance with the Langmuir isotherm

(Figure 2.5). The gas then diffuses through the micro-porosity of the matrix and into the

cleat system. The methane concentration gradient in the matrix, and the pore pressure in

the cleat system, controls the process of diffusion.^® Once the gas desorbs from the

surface, the gas is then transported to the wellbore by flow through the cleat system

(Figure 2.2). Due to the adsorption properties, CBM reservoirs generally require

relatively low pressures for efficient gas recovery.^'

Depending on the in-situ gas content, coals are either saturated or undersaturated

with respect to the coal's Langmuir isotherm. If the gas content of the coal at reservoir

pressure correlates with the volume of gas calculated from the coal's I..angmiiir isotherm

at the same pressure, then the coal is "saturated." This is represented by Point A in

Figure 2.5. A saturated coal will begin desorption and gas production immediately upon

reduction in pore pressure. However, an undersaturated coal will require a certain drop in

reservoir pressure before any gas is desorbed. In Figure 2.5, the undersaturated coal

represented by Point B requires a drop in pore pressure from 3,(XX) psi to 850 psi in order

to begin desorption at Point C. Due to desorption properties of coal and its relative

permeability characteristics, a typical CBM well's gas production profile will be

characterized by very low initial gas rates during the early stages of gas desorption that

then increases to a production plateau, and eventually declines similar to a more

16
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shown toward the top of the figure along with this example's Langmuir constants.
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Figure 2.6. Typical CBM production profile over time. Adapted from Ayers.56

conventional well's production decline. The water rates will generally be high initially

and will decline steadily throughout production (Figure 2.6).

2.6. Permeabilitv Decrease due to Stress

Due to the fractured structure of a coal's cleat system, coal permeability is highly

stress-dependent. Since the cleat system constitutes the macro-porosity of the coal, and

since permeability in a fractured rock varies as the cube of the porosity (see Section 3.1),

small changes in cleat size lead to large changes in permeability. Consequently,

permeability has been shown by many authors to vary exponentially with effective stress.
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As the fluid pressure decreases during production, the effective stress increases thus

lowering the porosity and decreasing the permeability. Bustin^^ showed that a two-fold

increase in effective stress could cause a six-fold decrease in permeability. Somerton et

33al. conducted experiments between about 200 and 2,000 psi stress that demonstrate that

permeability could change by over two full orders of magnitude within the stress range of

the tests. They also showed that lower permeability coals are more sensitive to stress

than higher permeability coals.

As water is produced during the early stages of CBM production, the reservoir

undergoes a decrease in fluid pressure that increases the effective stress, and thus

decreases the permeability. Unfortunately, the relationship between the effective stress

and permeability for deep coals is unknown. Most testing of coal permeability has been

performed at low pressures because historically, shallow coals have been the zone of

interest for both CBM production and coal mine degassing operations.

2.7. Permeabilitv Enhancement through Gas Desorption and Flow

The reduction in permeability due to increased effective stress is countered by

matrix shrinkage due to gas desorption. This can be thought of as similar to thermal

contraction. As gas is desorbed and produced, the amount of material in the matrix

decreases leading to the coal matrix shrinking in proportion to the change in gas

content.^^ This shrinkage increases cleat aperture, and in turn increases the

•  • 35permeability. The increase in cleat aperture also reduces the effective horizontal stress
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that acts across the cleats.^^'^^ Without considering increased permeability due to

reduction in gas pressure, long-term production may be underestimated.^^

Permeability in coals is also enhanced by gas slippage, i.e. the Klinkenberg

32 36 38effect. ' ' At higher stress, the cleat aperture is narrow (on the order of angstroms to

•  38microns). Because of this, the high stress environment favors gas slippage and leads to

an apparent increase in gas permeability. However, this effect has been shown as

significant only below gas pressures of around 250 psi (1.7 MPa).^^^^ Although gas

slippage may be important in long term CBM production, it will not be considered to

have a significant effect on production from deep coal seams in the context of this

research.

2.8. Permeabilitv Changes during Production

These two opposing influences on permeability (enhancement through gas

desorption and reduction through increasing stress) act throughout the producing life of a

well. In the early stages of dewatering, when gas production is minimal, the permeability

decreases due to the increase in effective stress. As gas production proceeds, matrix

shrinkage begins to affect the permeability. The coal may eventually reach the rebound

pressure where the permeability stops decreasing. In some cases the coal may even reach

the recovery pressure where the coal recovers its original permeability^' (Figure 2.7).

With changing gas pressure and effective stress, the absolute permeability of a

coal may vary by several orders of magnitude.^' One of the issues in deep coal
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production is whether or not the cleat

system will compress to permeabilities

that are unable to support dewatering

rates needed for sufficient pressure

reduction in order to allow for significant

gas desorption.

Figure 2.7. Recovery (Pre) and rebound
(Pa) pressures in relation to the
normalized permeability (k/ko). As the
pore pressure decreases during
production, the coal permeability may
eventually reach the rebound and
recovery pressures. From Shi and

Durucan.^®

2.9. Relative Permeabilitv

Many studies show that the

relative permeability of water in coal is a

very steep function of the water saturation and that the relative permeability of gas

displays a more conventional shape.'*"'^^ (Figure 2.8). These conclusions include

estimations of relative permeability derived from both laboratory testing and field

production history matching. For deep coals, the relative permeabilities may become less

favorable by "spreading apart" (Figure 2.8).'^ This leads to the possibility of a

"permeability block" in deeper coals where neither phase is mobile. However, for the

purposes of this study, and due to the lack of data for deeper environments, it is assumed

that deep coals contain relative permeabilities similar to shallower coals. Future work

could address this permeability block issue.
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Figure 2.8. Relative permeability in coal. Deeper coals may contain relative
permeability that causes a "permeability block" to occur where neither phase is
mobile. In this example, this would occur with approximately 70% water saturation
for the high stress curves. Data from (16).
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UXXCompressibilih

Coal is relatively compressible

when compared to conventional reservoir

32rocks. The values of compressibility

vary with the rank of coal, and the

measurement and testing procedure.

Pore volume compressibility is unlikely to

remain constant with changes in stress.'^

Pore volume compressibility values are

generally high at low effective stress, and

then decrease as the effective stress

increases. As this occurs, the

tM
Lr V

Scale ""150 micrometers

Figure 2.9. Digital images of the cleat
cleats will narrow to the point of being system. The images show irregularities

in the cleats that may remain open and
affected by asperities in the cleat faces and connected despite cleat size reduction

in higher stress environments. From
irregularities in the coal structure (Figure Karacan and Okandan.^^irregularities in the coal structure (Figure

2.9). These structures of the cleat system

may resist closure and require crushing or deformation of the coal matrix in order to

achieve further porosity reduction.'^ As the cleats are compressed, the coal may

eventually display a permeability structure similar to the pore structure of a conventional

TO

porous medium. Eventually, at high enough stress and temperature, the cleat system

will anneal and the coal will become impermeable.



Constant pore volume compressibility has been shown to sufficiently work in

modeling production from shallow CBM wells. At shallow depths, the effective stress

may not increase to high enough values during production that could successfully close

off the cleat system. In this environment, the pore volume compressibility typically

exceeds the coal matrix compressibility by two orders of magnitude.'^ However, with

increasing effective stress, the pore volume compressibility will likely decrease

exponentially'^ to a point where matrix compressibility will begin to have a significant

influence on changes in permeability. The matrix compressibility may have an even

greater affect for low permeability coals.^^

When modeling long-term CBM production (such as in a hydraulically fractured

CBM reservoir) or when modeling production where pressure drawdown is large, it is

crucial to use the correct pore volume compressibility.^^ Many authors have mentioned

that compressibility in coals will vary with stress before making the assumption of

constant pore volume compressibility that is used in their modeling (see Chapter 3).

However, this assumption may not hold when stress changes are extreme. Even in some

low-stress permeability tests, the coals show permeability leveling off with increases in

effective stress. When variable pore volume compressibility is used, the model by

McKee et al.'^ has been shown to accurately model this behavior. The model results in

predicting a relatively constant permeability beyond a certain effective stress (Figure

2.10).
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Figure 2.10A & 2.10B. Permeability estimation using the McKee equation (Eq. 3.14).
When using the assumption of exponentially declining pore volume compressibility, as
the effective stress increases the permeability levels off to relatively constant values at
approximately 2,000 psi, or approximately 5,000 ft. Data from McKee et al.'^

It is worth noting that many of the coal tests showing this behavior are from

samples that have their core plugs taken perpendicular to the butt cleats, and thus the

permeability is measured in the direction parallel to the face cleats (the controlling

property on the flow characteristics of a coal). Many of the coal samples that show

exponentially declining permeability with increasing stress were taken perpendicular to

the bedding and show how the vertical permeability, instead of the controlling horizontal

permeability, changes with increasing stress.'^

If pore volume compressibility varies with stress, it may be that a coal will

maintain a minimum permeability as the reservoir environment progresses above a

certain effective stress during production. As stress increases, asperities in the cleats and
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matrix would prop open some flow channels suggesting that permeability would decrease

less rapidly as the matrix compressibility begins to affect the overall compressibility of

the coal. If the permeability were such that sufficient initial water production could be

attained, and increases in effective stress would cause insignificant permeability change,

the only influence on the absolute permeability would be positive due to matrix shrinkage

following gas desorption.^'

Another possible effect related to the lower permeability of deep coals is that the

pressure drawdown would extend more slowly into the reservoir. In coals, the pressure

transient in the near wellbore region may depart from usual logarithmic dependence on

distance'*^ due to the permeability changes that occur. CBM production may require

lower bottom-hole pressures than might be expected'^^ as the permeability decreases in

the near wellbore region during initial drawdown and permeability reduction. However,

the pressure may be low enough in the near wellbore region to lead to local desorption of

gas and local matrix shrinkage.^' This could be considered as a negative skin around the

wellbore that would lead to increased water production rates. This could result in an

earlier onset of economic gas production rates, and may be represented by a typical

resource play decline curve that levels out for many years of sustained production as the

pressure drawdown extends into the formation (Figure 2.11).
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Figure 2.11. Hypothetical production profile for a deep CBM well. The production
resembles a typical resource play production profile with high initial gas rates
followed by a long period of relatively stable production. From Ayers.^^
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CHAPTER 3. STRESS DEPENDENT PERMEABILITY

AND COMPRESSIBILITY MODEL DESCRIPTIONS

Modeling CBM production has historically been difficult. This has in part been

due to the highly stress-dependent nature of the permeability of coals that is influenced

by the two opposing phenomena discussed in Sections 2.6 through 2.8: decreased

permeability due to increases in effective stress and increased permeability due to matrix

shrinkage during gas desorption. This chapter presents specific permeability/stress

models that are found in literature and that are frequently used by modeling practitioners.

The inherent assumptions and how they relate to production from deep coals are also

described.

3.1. Common Permeability Relationships

Many models have been created that attempt to describe the changes in

permeability that occur due to changes in effective stress and matrix shrinkage during

production from coals. '3,33,36-38,46,48-50 fjjgj.g gre a few common assumptions applied to

most models: uniaxial strain, constant physical moduli, small cleat porosity, gas

desorption in accordance with Langmuir isotherms, matchstick geometry as proposed by

Seidle et al.,^'' and a cubic relationship'*^ between normalized permeability (k) and
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normalized porosity ((|)) as shown in Equation 3.1. The subscript "0" represents initial

conditions. Definitions for the terms in all equations may be found in the nomenclature.

^0

f£
(3.1)

The cubic relationship between porosity and permeability is a derived relationship

based the assumption that an ideal fracture system is responsible for the permeability in

the coal. The k in the equation is rock permeability, not "fracture permeability" which

considers only the dimensions of the fracture itself.'*^ An assumption of the equation is

that all the porosity is contained in the fracture system, and that the fracture system is

entirely responsible for the permeability of the rock. Experimental results relating

permeability to porosity have supported the cubic relationship.^'

Based on the assumptions from Equation 3.1, an exponential relationship relating

permeability to the pore volume compressibility (Cp) and the change in effective stress

(Ag) has been derived in the literature.

I  I —3cj,AiTk = k,e (3 2)

This basic equation (Eq. 3.2) has been applied to many of the models described in

Section 3.2 using both changes in effective horizontal stress or changes in mean effective
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stress, depending on the specific assumptions of that given model. The mean effective

stress is directly related to the overburden pressure, while the effective horizontal stress

considers the case where the horizontal stress is not directly related to the overburden

pressure

Generally, the models attempt to estimate the combined stress change due to

matrix shrinkage during desorption and the effective stress changes, and then incorporate

the results with the original permeability value (ko), and an assumed constant pore

volume compressibility value, in order to estimate the permeability evolution during

production. As stated ecu^lier, this process works well for shallow coal systems where

variable pore volume compressibility is not a significant issue. However, the

assumptions become questionable in deeper (>4,000 ft.) systems.

3.2. Existing CBM Models

The following sections discuss some of the early CBM models as well as some of

the more common currently used models.

3.2.1. Somerton. Sovlemezoglu. and Dudley. 1975^^

One of the first models for describing permeability chjinges in coal with changes

in stress was presented by Somerton et al. in 1975. They derived an empirical correlation

based on laboratory measurements relating changes in the mean effective stress to

changes in permeability, provided that the permeability at zero stress is known. Their
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model (Equation 3.3) is based on Jones's''^ permeability-porosity relationship shown in

Equation 3.1.

k„ = ̂0 [exp(- .0030^0"^'°)+0.0002cr"^;to'' J (3.3)

They found that the type of stress regime (either hydrostatic or tiiaxial stress

application) has little effect on permeability changes. They also showed that low

permeability coals were more sensitive to changes in stress than higher permeability

coals; a result that is consistent with similar observations in other rock types.

Because of the heterogeneity of coal, an empirical correlation such as the one

presented in Equation 3.3 is not likely to be applicable in all situations. Their model is

based on effective stress measurements from 250 to 2,000 psi which correlates to an

effective lithostatic depth of around 4,600 ft. (assuming a normal pore pressure gradient

of 0.435 psi/ft.) The measurements are strictly from cores and likely do not represent in-

situ changes in permeability. The model also does not take into consideration stress

changes due to desorption. Due to the simplicity of this model and its application to a

specific set of conditions, it will not be considered in this study.

3.2.2. Seidle and Huitt. 1995^^

As knowledge of coal production characteristics related to desorption has

evolved, modeling matrix shrinkage has become necessary for accurate prediction of
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changes in permeability during the life of a CBM well. Seidle and Huitt set up an

experimental apparatus to measure the swelling and shrinkage of coal related to gas

adsorption and desorption. They derived Equation 3.4 to model this behavior:

^  i>Po bp ^
1 + ̂Po \ + bp (3.4)

where p is pressure, Cm is the matrix compressibility, and and b are the Langmuir

volume and pressure constants (the more commonly known Langmuir pressure Pl is

equal to lib). They found that coal matrix swelling or shrinkage is related to gas content

rather than pressure. Thus, changes in permeability are directly related to the Langmuir

isotherm characteristics. Unfortunately, the model only considers the matrix shrinkage

effect and does not model permeability changes due to changes in effective stress. It will

also not be used in this study.

3.2.3. Palmer and Mansoori. 1998^^

The Palmer and Mansoori (P«&M) model is likely the most commonly used and

referenced CBM permeability model. It includes changes in permeability related to both

stress effects and matrix shrinkage for uniaxial strain conditions. It also incorporates the

possibility of variable pore volume compressibility. The matrix shrinkage is incorporated

as being directly analogous to temperature expansion/contraction and is correlated with
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the Langmuir curve properties. The P&M model displays a similar structure as the Seidle

and Huitt model (described in Section 3.2.2). The basics of the model are shown in

Equations 3.5 through 3.8.

ksL.
^0 ^0 ) \} + PP l + >^Po

1
—+/-I
MM

(l + t;Xl-2t>)
E

K =
3{l-2v)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

The changes in permeability are calculated from the elastic moduli (K = bulk

modulus, M = constrained axial modulus, E = Young's modulus, \) = Poisson's ratio),

initial porosity, sorption isotherm parameters (ei = maximum shrinkage strain, P = 1/Pl =

Langmuir pressure constant), compressibility (f = a fraction, and y= grain

compressibility), and pressure drawdown. Normalized porosity is first calculated from

Equation 3.5, and then the value is incorporated into Equation 3.1 in order to calculate the

normalized permeability.

Unfortunately, the P&M model only applies to small changes in strain for a static

(constant pressure) case.'*' According to the paper, the model can only handle porosity

changes up to a factor of two relating to permeability changes less than a factor of ten
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(Eq. 3.1). Because of this, the model is highly sensitive to the porosity estimation (Figure

3.1). This can cause problems because the cleat porosity is one of the more difficult

CBM rock properties to measure in the laboratory, and estimates of porosity generally

need to be derived from simulation or material balance.^^ When modeling large stress

changes with the P&M model, the porosity can even become negative which manifests as

an unreasonable negative permeability.

The model also does not apply when a pressure gradient exists during production.

Because a deep CBM well requires a large drawdown, leading to a large pressure

transient in the formation, and coupled with relatively large possible changes in porosity,

this model may not be directly applicable for deeper CBM production.

3.2.4. Cui and Bustin. 2005"^^

Cui and Bustin (C&B) developed a model similar to the P&M model in many

aspects. This model, along with the Shi and Durucan model (described in Section 3.2.5),

was used in a study to gain insight into the volumetric strain (Cv) associated with

hypothetical gas production from deep (>3,300 ft.) coals, and how that volumetric strain

relates to stress and permeability changes, specifically for Mesaverde coals in the San

Juan Basin (SJB). The model is defined in Equation 3.9 with the volumetric strain

definition shown in Equation 3.10 (£g = coefficient of sorption induced strain, Vl =

Langmuir volume, Pl = Langmuir pressure).
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most similar to the S&D model (Section 3.2.5) results requires an artificially high porosity estimation of 5%.
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(3.9)

+  (3.10)

Although they relate the volumetric strain directly to the sorbed gas content as a

fundamental assumption, they give evidence in the paper that this relationship may not

strictly be true (Figure 3.2A). This may be due to a difference in the strain measurement

technique. There is evidence that the volumetric strain associated with adsorption is

directly related to the gas pressure, while the strain associated with desorption is directly

related to the volume of gas released^^ (Figure 3.2B). This evidence shows that the

assumption that strain is directly related to the amount of gas desorbed during pressure

drawdown likely is correct. This assumption is used in the C&B model for simplicity and

generic applicability for different coals.

3.2.5. Shi and Durucan. 2004^^''^

Shi and Durucan (S&D) created a model linking the matrix shrinkage to the

volume of sorbed gas which is similar to the C«&B model. They considered the matrix

shrinkage as being analogous to thermal contraction in similar fashion with some of the

other authors. However, the S&D model is different in that changes in permeability due
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strain in the coal matrix for increasing and decreasing gas pressure for both helium
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desorption strain measurements shown in (B).
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to stress are related to changes in the effective horizontal stress (Equation 3.11) instead of

being directly related to the overburden stress.

<^-<^0=-- (p-Po) +
1-v 3(l-y)

Pp PP^
\

\+pp 1+^0 (3.11)

The change in effective horizontal stress calculated from Equation 3.11 is used

with Equation 3.2 in order to calculate the permeability changes with stress. When using

i^uation 3.2, the S&D model assumes constant pore volume compressibility. However,

the authors also stated that the pore volume compressibility likely changes during

production from coal, but this observation was only included to clarify that constant pore

volume compressibility is often a legitimate assumption for modeling CBM production.

3.3. Model Comparison

The C&B and P&M models are theoretically consistent with modeling

permeability changes.^*^'^^ Even though the models are essentially equivalent, the P&M

model is much more sensitive to the porosity estimation and may even become negative

with large stress changes as mentioned above. Because of this, the C&B model will be

used as the representative model that considers changes in the mean effective stress as

related to the overburden stress.
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The S&D model fundamentally differs from the other two in that it treats the

permeability changes as being related to the effective horizontal stress acting on the cleat

39system. However, this may only apply to cases where the coalbeds are essentially

horizontal with the cleat system orthogonal to the bedding planes and the overburden

stress. In order to better compare the models, it is easiest to reorganize the variables into

a similar structure as shown in Equations 3.12 and 3.13:

1+y , , 2£ ,

3(1 - V) 9(1 - V) c&B model (3.12)
_  V ^ ^ i' E \ ^

^  9(1-1;)^^^®"'^^^ S&D model (3.13)

The first term on the right hand side involving the pressure represents changes in

stress due to changes in the pore pressure (increasing effective stress). As the pore

pressure decreases during production, the first term increases causing increases in the

combined effective stress. The second term on the right hand side represents the changes

in stress due to strain changes caused by desorption. The volumetric strain decreases

during desorption which means as production proceeds, the second term becomes larger

leading to decreases in the combined effective stress.

In the second term, the multiplier for the S&D model is three compared to a

multiplier of two for the C&B model. Thus, the S&D model predicts about 50% greater

shrinkage effect due to strain changes. In addition, for values of \)<0.5, the multiplier for
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the first term in the S&D model is less than that for the C&B model. With the combined

effects, the S&D model will always predict greater permeability rebound due to matrix

shrinkage as well as less permeability decrease due to changes in pore pressure, leading

to a more optimistic estimation of permeability changes during production. Each

permeability model has been applied successfully to CBM field cases from the SJB so it

is arguable as to which model is more accurate.

3.4. Compressibility Model

For the purposes of evaluating variable pore volume compressibility effects in

Chapter 4, the exponentially declining pore volume compressibility equation from

McKee et al.'^ is used in order to model compressibility changes with changes in stress.

It calculates an "average" compressibility value over the interval of stress by relating the

pore volume compressibility (Cp) to the initial pore volume compressibility (co), the rate

of compressibility decline (ot), and the change in effective stress;

_  c r 1 McKee
~  ° ll - J Compressibility

^  equation (3.14)

The constants in this equation may be determined experimentally by measuring a

coal sample's pore volume compressibility and its relationship to changes in stress.

However, compressibility values for coal are difficult to measure. By combining
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Equation 3.14 with Equation 3.2, and using in situ permeability values, the constants may

be estimated by a best fit procedure (see Section 4.1.2).
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CHAPTER 4. SIMULATION OF PRODUCTION USING

VARIABLE CLEAT VOLUME COMPRESSIBILITY

In this chapter the procedures and processes are outlined as to how the variable

pore volume compressibility assumption is incorporated into modeling permeability and

porosity changes during production from deep CBM wells. The structure and

methodology of the associated CBM simulations is also presented.

4.1. Procedures for Modeling Permeabilitv

This section discusses the inputs and processes for modeling how permeability

changes based on increases in effective stress. Three example cases are presented along

with information on their origins. The procedure for modeling the compressibility is

explained, and the procedure for modeling the permeability is also discussed.

4.1.1. Coal Properties for Modeling Cases #1. #2. and #3

For modeling deep CBM permeability evolution, three cases (Table 4.1) have

been developed to demonstrate how the variable pore volume compressibility

assumptions can affect permeability and production values. The three cases have a few

common characteristics. The depths for the three cases were chosen as representative of

higher stress (deep) environments. All the cases include the assumption of a normal pore
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Table 4.1. Values used in Cases #1, #2, and #3.

Case #1 Case #2 Case #3

Variable SJB Value Piceance 1 Piceance 2 Units

Stress Model t) 0,3'-) 0.31 0.31

E 4.45 E+05 3.50E+05 3.50E+05 psi

1/PL,b,|3 0.0016 0.00125 0.00125 psf'

ei, osVl 0.0128 0.01 0.01

Po 3080 3080 4350 psi

GuO 0.01064 0.00794 0.00845

f 0.5 0.5 0.5

Y 1.30E-06 L30E-06 1.30E-06 psi"'

(t>o 0.001 0.005 0.005

K/M 0.76 0.633 0.633

M/E 1.995 1.386 1.386

Cm 7.89E-07 1.89E-06 1.89E-06 psi"'
II

a.
Q.

►
0.435 0.435 0.435 psi/ft

▼ Oov~ 1 1 1 psi/ft

ko 0.1 0.1 0.1 md

Compressibilty koeff = 0.14 40 40 md

Model Co = 0 500 500 psi

Co = 2.20E-03 L80E-03 1.80E-03 psi"'
a = 1.30E-03 2.95E-03 2.95E-03 psi"'

Constant

Compressibilty Op = 1.34E-03 LOOE-03 LOOE-03 psi"'

GREEN = from Palmer and Mansoori,'^^ RED = from Jeu et al./^ BLUE = fit for
McKee et al.'^ data, BROWN = from McKee et al.,'^ PURPLE = assumed values,
BLACK = calculated values.
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pressure gradient of 0.435 psi/ft., and an average overburden pressure gradient of 1.0

psi/ft. This results in a normal effective stress gradient of 0.565 psi/ft. For example, a

coal buried at 1,000 ft. would have a pore pressure equal to 435 psi and an effective stress

equal to 565 psi.

Case #1 represents a coal from the SJB with an effective overburden stress of

4,000 psi, which equates to approximately 7,080 ft. deep. This example was chosen

because there is a plethora of published information concerning the SJB and because

most CBM information is benchmarked against the SJB Meseverde coal characteristics.

Case #2 represents a coal from the Piceance Basin (PB) at the same effective stress and

depth. This example represents deep coals that are currently producing in the basin.

Case #3 considers an even deeper scenario with the same PB coal buried at 10,000 ft.

with an effective overburden stress of 5,650 psi, and a pore pressure of 4,350 psi.

Many of the parameters used in modeling have been taken from the literature.

For Case #1, many of the values including the Langmuir constants and Poisson's ratio

can be found in the P&M paper These values were used because the paper provides

information for almost all the variables used in the different models, and the values are

reasonable when compared to others published in literature. Multiple values were

presented in the paper for porosity and Young's modulus. Case #1 uses the higher end

value for Young's modulus and the lower end value for porosity and thus presents more

optimistic parameter for the SJB example. Other inputs, such as the constants used in the
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McKee equation (Eq. 3.14), have been derived from values found in the literature (see

Section 4.1.2).

Information on PB coals is not as prevalent as that for the SJB. As such, many of

the values are assumed (colored purple in Table 4.1). The assumed values are constants

in the different models. Since the concentration for this text concerns the permeability

and pore volume compressibility relationships with effective stress, the assumed constant

values are deemed sufficient in order to illustrate the relative differences between using

constant or variable pore volume compressibility in the modeling. The constants used for

the McKee compressibility equation are taken directly from McKee et al.'^ and represent

the most significant difference between the cases from the two basins.

4.1.2. Determining Pore Volume Compressibilitv Values

The first step in modeling CBM production when assuming variable pore volume

compressibility is to detemune the relationship between the compressibility and effective

stress. Unfortunately, direct measurement of pore volume compressibility at varying

levels of stress is rare. Values are more easily estimated by using permeability

measurements, along with the McKee equation (Eq. 3.14) and the permeability equation

(Eq. 3.2), in order to determine the constants used in the equations. These constants

include the initial compressibility (Co), the initial stress (Oo), the initial permeability (ko),

and the rate of compressibility decline (a). This estimation is accomplished by first

plotting measured permeability values against effective stress (Figure 4.1). The constants
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are then determined through best fitting the combination of the two equations with the

measured permeability values. If available, measurements for any of these constants

should be used to constrain the model.

Permeability and effective stress measurements for a Mesaverde coal in the SJB

have been taken from the McKee et al.'^ paper. These are plotted in Figure 4.2. The

McKee equation is "best fit" to the data by adjusting the constants until reasonable

values, and a reasonable fit, are attained. Values from literature for pore volume

compressibility are approximately 10"^ psi"', and agree well with the values calculated

from the best-fit procedure.

Adjusting the constants in the equations can drastically change the shape of the

curve (Figure 4.1 A). In the limiting case where the rate of compressibility decline

approaches zero, the pore volume compressibility is constant. When assuming a constant

pore volume compressibility, the best fit for the permeability values shown in Figure 4.2

yields a compressibility value of 1.2E-3. The value of 1.34E-3 (Table 4.1) used for

modeling constant pore volume compressibility for Case #1 was taken directly from

McKee et al.'^ The difference between the results when modeling permeability with the

two constant values is minimal.

The best-fit procedure results in a non-unique solution when permeability

measurements encompass a limited range in stress. In order to constrain the variable pore

volume compressibility constants in Equation 3.14, permeability values measured at both

very low and very high stress, or measured compressibility values, must be used.
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Because of a lack of data for both constraining variables, the results presented represent

non-unique solutions for pore volume compressibility determination.

4.1.3. Permeability Modeling Procedure

Once the constants for the equations are approximated, they are incorporated into

determining permeability by first calculating the changes in stress due to changes in pore

pressure during gas production by using the C&B or S«&D equations (Equations 3.9 and

3.11, respectively). This is accomplished by inputting the pore pressure into one of the

equations in order to determine Ao. The Aa term (g—Oo) from the equations is referred to

here as the combined effective stress. The combined effective stress is then used to

calculate the average pore volume compressibility from the McKee equation. Last, the

permeability equation is populated with the combined effective stress and the pore

volume compressibility value (either the average compressibility value from the McKee

equation calculation or the constant compressibility value from the literature) and the in-

situ permeability, in order to calculate the permeability value associated with the change

in pore pressure.

4.2. Production Simulation

In this section, a brief description of the CBM simulator is provided. This section

also includes descriptions of the simulation procedure and an explanation of the

simulation inputs.
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4.2.1. CBM Simulator

The Roxar CBM Simulator was chosen to model the differences in production

predicted from assuming both variable and constant pore volume compressibility. It is

based on a black oil reservoir model adjusted for CBM characteristics such as coal

density, Langmuir properties, ash content, and gas/water saturation. The Roxar simulator

is capable of including the P&M model in simulations. However, the P&M model was

not activated because of its sensitivity to porosity, its inability to directly adjust the pore

volume compressibility, and its direct relationship to the C&B model.

4.2.2. Simulation Details

Simulations were run using the permeability changes predicted by both the S&D

and CifeB models when assuming either variable or constant pore volume compressibility

for the three cases. This is done by calculating the normalized permeability from the

permeability equation (Eq. 3.2) by using the procedure from Section 4.1.3. The

normalized permeability values and their associated pore pressures are then incorporated

into the simulation by assigning permeability and porosity multipliers to be associated

with their respective pore pressures. The porosity multipliers are determined from

Equation 3.1.
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Table 4.2. Base Values used for

the Simulations.

Gas Gravity 0.55

Temperature 120°F

Pl* 625 psi

Vl* 550 scf

Grid Setup 41 x 41 x 1

Grid Size 5280 ft.^
Thickness 20 ft.

Ash Content 0%

Skin Factor -4

Wellhead Pressure 50 psi
# of Wells 1

Water Saturation 100%

Density* 1975 tons/acre-ft.

Wellbore Radius 0.2 ft.

*Based on (16).

In general, the same values used in the permeability modeling are used in the

simulation. Additional variables required as simulation inputs are listed in Table 4.2 and

include the coal density, Langmuir volume, gas saturation pressure, water saturation, ash

and moisture content, and coal thickness. Also listed are the grid structure, well

configurations, and the different simulation runs. Simulation files containing this

information are located in Appendix A. The results of these calculations and the

simulation runs are discussed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND

DISCUSSION

The previous chapter described the modeling and simulation setup and

procedures. This chapter presents the results from the permeability modeling and CBM

simulation when assuming constant and variable pore volume compressibility. A

discussion of the results and their implications is also provided.

5.1. Permeabilitv Modeling Results

Presented in this section is a description of several figures that shows how the

permeability changes with decreasing pore pressure. Results from the permeability

modeling are then presented and discussed.

5.1.1. Description of Modeling Results

As can be seen in Figures 5.1 through 5.4, the assumption of exponentially

declining pore volume compressibility leads to less change in permeability as the pore

pressure decreases for all three cases. Figure 5.1 shows the evolution of the changes in

combined effective stress for the S&D and C&B models through decreases in pore

pressure as compared to the actual increases in effective stress.
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Figures 5.2 through 5.4 present the permeability modeling results from the three

cases. In each figure, two graphs are included to display how pore pressure reduction

affects permeability: "A" figures show how the absolute value of permeability changes

when an initial permeability value of 0.1 md is assumed and "B" figures show how the

normalized permeability evolves during production. The normalized permeability

evolution has the same shape for each case regardless of the initial in-situ permeability

value.

5.1.2. Constant vs. Variable Comnressibilitv Results

The S&D model is the most optimistic of the CBM permeability models (Section

3.3). When variable pore volume compressibility is assumed, it shows the permeability

at the rebound pressure for Case #1 at approximately 56% of the original permeability

(Figure 5.2, Table 5.1), and it shows the Case #2 coal retaining over 80% of its original

permeability (Figure 5.3). In contrast, when a constant pore volume compressibility

assumption is used, the permeability decreases to 7% and 20% respectively of the

original permeability (Figures 5.2 and 5.3). The C&B model shows similar positive

results.

The rebound pressure (see Figure 2.7) where the coal permeability begins to

increase also occurs at a higher pressure when variable pore volume compressibility is

used. The C«&B model that assumes variable pore volume compressibility shows
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Table 5.1. Permeability Modeling Results.

00

C&B Model Minimum Permeability

Constant Variable Difference

md k/ko Prb md k/ko Prb md Prb

Case #1

Case #2

Case #3

0.0009

0.0029

0.0003

0.9%

3%

0.3%

696

392

370

0.0387

0.0702

0.0676

39%

70%

68%

870

631

674

4448%

2421%

22533%

174

239

304

S&D Model Minimum Permeability

Constant Variable Difference

md k/ko Prb md kdco Prb md Prb

Case #1

Case #2

Case #3

0.0070

0.0206

0.0047

7%

20%

5%

1131

935

935

0.0564

0.0839

0.0802

56%

84%

80%

1305

1153

1218

812%

407%

1706%

174

218

283



comparable positive results for rebound and recovery pressures when evaluated against

using the constant compressibility assumption (Figures 5.2 through 5.4). The rebound

pressures and the minimum permeability results for the three cases are summarized in

Table 5.1.

The P&M model results are similar to those of the C&B model when assuming

constant pore volume compressibility, as expected. However, it is worth mentioning that

the P&M model will yield permeability curves similar to the variable pore volume

compressibility curves when larger values of porosity are used. Assuming an initial

porosity value of 5% for Case #2, the P&M model predicts changes in permeability

comparable to the other models (Figure 3.1). Although difficult, when accurate porosity

values can be attained, the P&M model may be accurate.

5.2. Discussion of Simulation Results

The results from the simulations are presented in Figures 5.5 through 5.17. The

inputs for the different simulation mns can be found in Tables 4.1 and 5.2. The figures

displaying the Case #1 example generally show a time span of 10 years (3650 days)

while the figures showing Case #2 and Case #3 display the results from the entire 25-year

simulation run. The difference in scale is for mainly for aesthetics. The final results for

the individual simulations that summarize their final conditions based on a 25-year life

span are shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. Results from all the simulations may be found in

Appendix A. The following sections discuss the results from the simulations.
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Table 5.2. Abbreviations for the Simulation Runs.

7080 = Example depth of 7,080 ft.
10000 = Example depth of 10,000 ft.
l(sp) = 1 well per 640 acres

16(sp) = 16 wells per 640 acres
32(sp) = 32 wells per 640 acres
4(sp) = 4 wells per 640 acres
8(sp) = 8 wells per 640 acres
AC = Anticline structure

ACS = Subtle anticline structure

BaseCase = Original model for PB or SJB

CB = Cui and Bustin model

COMPLOW = Lower rock compressibility
CONS, C = Constant pore volume compressiblity
GWATRP = Enhanced water relative permeability

IRR = Lriducible water saturation

LC = Lower rock compressibility
LPMIN = Well head pressure of 15 psi

P = Production graph
PB = Case #2 (Piceance Basin #1)
PB2 = Case #3 (Piceance Basin #2)

PGASRP = Poor gas relative permeability
PMINLOW = Well head pressure of 15 psi

RPGB = Poor gas relative permeability
RPWG = Enhanced water relative permeability

SD = Shi and Durucan model

SJB = Case #1 (San Juan Basin)
USAT = Undersaturated coal

VAR, V = Variable pore volume compressiblity
ZERO,0 Zero water saturation in the cleat volume
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5.2.1. Constant vs. Variable Compressibility Simulation Results

As Figures 5.5 through 5.7 show, there is a significant discrepancy between

production results based on the assumption of constant or variable pore volume

compressibility, and to a lesser extent a discrepancy based on the model chosen. In each

figure, the daily production rates and the cumulative production totals are included for

four cases: (1) the C«&;B model assuming constant pore volume compressibility, (2) the

C&B model assuming variable pore volume compressibility, (3) the S&D model

assuming constant pore volume compressibility, and (4) the S&D model assuming

variable pore volume compressibility.

For Case #1, the cumulative production when using the S&D model and assuming

a variable pore volume compressibility is 2.7 times the cumulative production when

assuming a constant pore volume compressibility, and 3.5 times when using the C&B

model. Case #2 and Case #3 show similar results with differences of 2.3 and 3.3 times

for the 7,080 ft. deep coal and 4.4 and 6.3 times for the 10,000 ft. deep coal for the S&D

and C&B models, respectively. These results are summarized in Table 5.3. Even though

the S&D model always predicts higher production rates, the C&B model is affected more

significantly by the assumption of variable pore volume compressibility.
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Table 5.3. Simulation Results Summary.

C&B Model (25 year difference)

MMSCF Constant Variable Difference

Case #1 11 38 345%

Case #2 25 83 332%

Case #3 18 114 633%

S&D Model (25 year difference)

MMSCF Constant Variable Difference

Case#l 18 48 267%

Case #2 41 93 227%

Case #3 29 129 445%

Some of the figures described in the following sections also display results that

compare constant and variable pore volume compressibility. All of the results from these

figures support the observations presented in this section.

5.2.2. Additional Simulation Results

In order to assess the significance of the results concerning the different

assumptions involving pore volume compressibility, additional simulation runs were

performed to model the impacts on the simulations of some of the other inputs.
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5.2.2.1. Relative Permeability Comparison

The relative permeability curve is one of the inputs that shows a significant

impact on the production. The different relative permeability curves used for the

simulations are shown in Figure 5.8. For the majority of the constant and variable

simulation runs, the original relative permeability curves (the solid lines) are used. The

"Low Gas Rel. Perm" shows the curve used to simulate conditions with unfavorable

relative permeability to gas, and the "High Water Rel. Perm" shows the curve where

relative permeability to water is higher. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the differences in

production for the separate relative permeability curves, and the differences between the

constant and variable pore volume compressibility assumptions.

When the relative permeability to water is high, the coal is able to dewater

efficiently. This allows for quicker reduction in the pore pressure which leads to more

efficient desorption of gas from the coal. In contrast, when the relative permeability to

gas decreases, the production falls significantly. This simulation represents the case

where a permeability block is present.

5.2.2.2. Gas Saturated vs. Undersaturated Coal

Gas saturation is another variable that has a significant impact on production.

Most of the simulations were run assuming that the coal is saturated in accordance with

the Langmuir isotherm (point "A" on Figure 2.5). Due to the shape of the Langmuir
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isotherm, when a coal is undersaturated at high stress, it requires an extremely large

pressure drop in order to initiate gas production (point "B" on Figure 2.5). Often, this

pressure drop is not attainable within a reasonable amount of time and an undersaturated

coal does not produce any gas during the simulation. A deep, undersaturated coal will

likely never produce.

5.2.2.3. Well Spacing

Well spacing for CBM production often needs to be considered. A greater

number of wells per section allows for quicker dewatering but with less gas recovery per

well. Figure 5.11 shows how Case #1 is affected by well spacing for the assumption of

variable pore volume compressibility using the S«&;D model. Figure 5.12 displays the

effect of 80-acre versus 40-acre well spacing on Case #2 for both constant and variable

pore volume compressibility using the S&D model. The next two figures, 5.13 and 5.14,

display the daily and cumulative production profiles when varying well spacing from 640

acres to 20 acres (one well per section to 32 wells per section).

Tighter well spacing results in higher gas rates during earlier years of production.

However, as the spacing narrows an individual well's production will begin to infringe on

surrounding production, resulting in lower ultimate recovery per well. The amount of

communication between wells will depend on an individual coal's large-scale

permeability system. A balance between ultimate recovery and higher production rates

will need to be found to optimize well spacing for efficient and economical production.
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5.2.2.4. Water Saturation

Of the other variables tested, the water saturation showed the most significant

impact on production rates. The water saturation for a coal is different from the moisture

content: the saturation is the water in the cleat system while the moisture is the immobile

water phase. If the coal is dry (i.e. there is zero water saturation in the cleat system), then

production rates will increase. As the modeling results from Section 5.2.1 show, even

when using variable pore volume compressibility and the optimistic S&D model, the

production rates and ultimate recovery from a low-permeability CBM well may be too

small for economic production. However, when a coal contains no mobile water phase in

the cleat system, higher rates of production and greater ultimate recovery are attainable.

In Figure 5.15, the 10-year recovery for the gas-saturated Case #1 example is 800

MMscf, compared to a 10-year recovery for the water-saturated example of 20 MMscf.

Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show the effect of well spacing on a gas saturated coal.

The two figures also show that a gas saturated coal will produce more like a conventional

reservoir than a traditional CBM well. Again, a balance between ultimate recovery and

productions rates will need to be found in the case of a gas saturated coal.
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Table 5.4. Summary of Snapshots for Simulation Runs. Snapshots may be found in Appendix A.

VO

Reservoir characteristics after 25 years of simulated
Average

field
Field

Field

water
Field gas

Field

water
Water in

Remaining

Gas in
Number

production
pressure

gas rate
rate

total
total

place
place

of wells

Input file psia mscfday stb/day mmscf mstb mstb bcf

PB_BaseCase.dat 3014 2 1.5 25 16 231 11.0 1

PB_CB_CONS_7080.dat 3015 2 1.5 25 16 231 11.0 1

PB_CB_VAR_7080.dat 2931 8 2.1 83 23 224 10.9 1

PB_SD_CONS_7080.dat 2989 4 1.8 41 19 228 11.0 1

PB_SD_CONS_7080_16SPOT.dat 1984 99 3.5 1141 104 143 9.9 16

PB_SD_CONS_7080_8SPOT.dat 2470 54 3.3 535 76 171 10.5 8

PB_SD_CONS_7080_AC_16SPOT.dat 2984 4 1.8 42 19 228 11.0 1

PB_SD_CONS_7080_AC_8SPOT.dat 2475 54 3.3 529 76 171 10.5 8

PB_SD_CONS_7080_ZERO.dat 2162 70 0 1041 0 0 10.3 1

PB_SD_VAR_7080.dat 2917 9 2.1 93 23 223 10.9 1

PB_SD_VAR_7080_16SPOT.dat 1166 209 1.4 2770 78 168 8.2 16

PB_SD_VAR_7080_32SPOT.dat 893 225 1.2 3704 83 163 7.3 25

PB_SD_VAR_7080_4SPOT.dat 2382 79 2.0 597 53 193 10.4 4

PB_SD_VAR_7080_8SPOT.dat 1797 146 1.8 1392 66 181 9.6 8

PB_SD_VAR_7080_AC_16SPOT.dat 1174 208 1.4 2747 78 169 8.3 16

PB_SD_VAR_7080_AC_8SPOT.dat 1805 145 1.8 1379 66 181 9.6 8

PB_SD_VAR_7080_ZERO.dat 1675 117 0 1777 0 0 9.5 1

PB_SD_VAR_7080_ZERO_16SPOT.dat 420 181 0 6509 0 0 4.8 16

PB_SD_VAR_7080_ZERO_32SPOT.dat 330 171 0 7251 0 0 4.1 25

PB_SD_VAR_7080_ZERO_4SPOT.dat 908 170 0 3867 0 0 7.4 4

PB_SD_VAR_7080_ZERO_8SPOT.dat 639 182 0 5111 0 0 6.2 8

PB_CB_CONS_10000.dat 4268 1 1.8 18 20 228 11.7 1

PB_CB_VAR_10000.dat 4020 14 2.3 114 32 215 11.6 1

PB2_SD_CONS_10000.dat 4234 3 2.1 29 24 224 11.7 1

PB2_SD_VAR_10000.dat 3987 16 2.2 129 33 215 11.6 1



Table 5.4. continued

00
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Reservoir characteristics after 25 years of simulated
Average

field
Field

Field

water
Field gas

Field

water
Water in

Remaining

Gas in
Number

production
pressure

gas rate
rate

total
total

place
place

of wells

Input file psia mscf/day stb/day mmscf mstb mstb bcf

SJB_BaseCase.dat 3010 0 1.6 11 18 472 11.5 1

SJB_CB_CONS_7080.dat 3021 1 1.6 11 18 475 11.5 1

SJB_CB_VAR_7080.dat 2953 3 2.9 38 30 463 11.5 1

SJB_SD_CONS_7080.dat 2997 1 2.2 18 23 470 11.5 1

SJB_SD_CONS_7080_8SPOT.dat 2750 23 7.3 217 130 363 11.3 8

SJB_SD_CONS_7080_RPGB.dat 3039 0 0.6 2 8 486 11.5 1

SJB_SD_CONS_7080_RPWG.dat 2962 3 4.3 37 46 448 11.5 1

SJB_SD_VAR_7080.dat 2934 4 3.1 48 32 461 11.5 1

SJB_SD_VAR_7080_16SPOT_IRR2.dat 455 203 0 6210 0 0 5.9 16

SJB_SD_VAR_7080_8SPOT.dat 2209 79 5.0 681 127 366 10.8 8

SJB_SD_VAR_7080_8SPOT_IRR.dat 1438 115 0.4 2060 5 291 9.7 8

SJB_SD_VAR_7080_8SPOT_IRR2.dat 702 189 0 4691 0 0 7.4 8

SJB_SD_VAR_7080_AC.dat 2929 4 3.1 49 32 461 11.5 1

SJB_SD_VAR_7080_AC_16SPOT.dat 1588 152 4.2 1545 163 330 10.0 16

SJB_SD_VAR_7080_AC_16SPOT_2.dat 1583 153 4.2 1555 164 330 9.9 16

SJB_SD_VAR_7080_AC_16SPOT_2_ZERO.dat 456 203 0 6209 0 0 5.9 16

SJB_SD_VAR_7080_AC_8SPOT.dat 2215 78 5.0 674 126 367 10.8 8

SJB_SD_VAR_7080_COMPLOW.dat 2934 4 3.1 48 32 461 11.5 1

SJB_SD_VAR_7080_PMINLOW.dat 2933 4 3.1 49 33 461 11.5 1

SJB_SD_VAR_7080_RPGB.dat 3031 0 0.7 2 8 485 11.5 1

SJB_SD_VAR_7080_RPWG.dat 2820 11 7.4 114 76 417 11.4 1

SJB_SD_VAR_7080_USAT.dat 2282 3 3.1 18 48 445 11.0 1

SJB_SD_VAR_7080_ZERO.dat 1831 101 0 1498 0 0 10.6 1



CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The results of this study provide insight into possibilities concerning production

from deeper coal environments. This chapter includes conclusions made from this study

and future work recommendations.

6.1. Conclusions

•  Evidence in literature supports the assertion that pore volume compressibility in

coal decreases with increases in effective stress. The fractured structure of the macro-

porosity in the cleat system, and thus the permeability and pore volume

compressibility, is highly sensitive to changes in effective stress.

•  The permeability modeling and simulation results show that CBM production is

sensitive to the pore volume compressibility assumption. Production may be

significantly underestimated when assuming constant pore volume compressibility.

•  The modeled results contradict the assertion that permeability will decrease to

insignificant values during the dewatering phase of CBM production. The retention

of permeability resulting from the assumption of declining pore volume

compressibility suggests that the coalbed's permeability may maintain a relatively

larger value allowing for efficient dewatering and quicker time to peak gas.
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•  Relative permeability to gas and water has a significant affect on CBM

production. With higher relative permeability to water, depressurization of the coals

is more efficient and leads to greater gas production. However, as the relative

permeability to gas decreases, even if the free water is removed, the gas may still be

immobile.

•  Modeling suggests that a deep, undersaturated coal will likely never produce.

Because of the shape of the adsorption isotherm, an undersaturated coal will require

an exceptionally large pressure drop before gas production begins. The large pressure

drop will cause a large increase in effective stress and a decrease in permeability.

Without any accompanying permeability enhancement through gas desorption, the

pressure in the coal needed for gas desorption likely would never be attained.

•  The S&D model is the most optimistic model for CBM production and should

only be used when a coal bed is horizontal and when the horizontal stresses act

perpendicular to the cleat system. Due to its dependence on porosity estimation, and

its direct relationship to the C&B model, the P&M model should rarely be used

outside of the San Juan Basin. The C&B model is likely the most appropriate for

modeling CBM stress changes and permeability evolution.

1.1. Future Work

•  Real field data needs to be acquired and applied in order to justify or discount the

theory of using variable pore volume compressibility in order to accurately model
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production from deep coal environments. If the variable pore volume compressibility

assumption and the McKee equation is accurate, the permeability measured in deep

coals should be essentially constant beyond approximately 5,000 ft. deep.

Without any field measurements for permeability, a laboratory test extending

permeability measurements into high stress conditions may provide further insight

into permeability evolution. Even though a small sample would not be representative

of the entire permeability system, it may provide insight into the evolution of a coal's

cleat system when subjected to high effective stresses.

Due to its significant influence on production results, better constraints on relative

permeability in coals are needed. This includes both deep and shallow relative

permeability measurements, and how the relative permeability varies with depth and

stress.

In order for cleats to remain open in high stress environments, it is assumed that

the coal behaves in a brittle fashion. Temperature effects on the cleat system and the

ductility of coal should be analj'zed. In high temperature environments, an increased

temperature may destroy the cleat system through plastic "flow" of the coal. This

temperature range may destroy any applicability for assuming variable pore volume

compressibility.

The simulation results produced by assuming zero water saturation in the cleat

system suggest that if a dry coal can be found in a deep environment, it is further
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possible that it could be economically productive. Exploration into where dry coals

exist and why may lead to further discoveries in deeper environments.
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NOMENCLATURE

a = rate of decline of pore volume compressibility, psi-1

Os = matrix shrinkage/swelling coefficient, ftS/scf

b, P, 1/Pl = Langmuir pressure constant, psi"'
bcf = billion cubic feet

cm = centimeter

Ctn= matrix compressibility, psi-1

Cp = pore volume compressibility, psi-1

Co = initial pore volume compressibility, psi-1
D = equivalent lithostatic depth

E = Young's Modulus, psi

Eg = coefficient of sorption-induced volumetric strain, ton/scf

ei = maximum shrinkage strain at V = Vl

ev = sorption-induced volumetric strain

evo = initial sorption-induced volumetric strain
ft. = feet

g= grams

(|) = porosity

<1)0 = initial porosity
Y = grain compressiblity, psi-1

K = bulk modulus, psi

k = permeability, md, |i.d, nd

ko = initial permeability,md, pd, nd
M = constrained axial modulus

mi. = miles

mmscf = million cubic feet

mscf = thousand cubic feet

mstb = thousand standard barrels

p = reservoir pressure, psi

po = initial reservoir pressure, psi
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Pov = confining (overburden) pressure, psi

Pp = pore pressure, psi

Pl = Langmuir pressure, psi

▼Pp = pore pressure gradient, psi/ft
psi = pounds per square inch

psia = absolute pounds per square inch
Ro% = vitrinite reflectance

a,ae =

Co =

Aa, (a - Go) =

V Gov—
stb =

Tcf =

\) =

V =

effective stress, psi
initial effective stress, psi
change in effective stress, psi
overburden stress gradient, psi/ft
standard barrels

trillion cubic feet

Poison's Ratio

volume

AV = change in volume

Vl =

Vp =

7080 =

10000 =

l(sp) =
16(sp) =
32(sp) =
4(sp) =
8(sp) =

AC =

ACS =

BaseCase =

CB =

COMPLOW =

CONS, C =
GWATRP =

IRR =

Langmuir volume, scf/ton or scf/ft^
pore volume

Example depth of 7,080 ft.
Example depth of 10,000 ft.
1 well per 640 acres
16 wells per 640 acres
32 wells per 640 acres
4 wells per 640 acres
8 wells per 640 acres
Anticline structure

Subtle anticline structure
Original model for PB or SJB
Cui and Bustin model

Lower rock compressibility
Constant pore volume compressiblity
Enhanced water relative permeability
Irriducible water saturation
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LC =

LPMIN =

P =

PB =

PB2 =

PGASRP =

PMINLOW =

RPGB =

RPWG =

SD =

SJB =

USAT =

VAR, V =

ZERO, 0 =

Lower rock compressibility
Well head pressure of 15 psi
Production graph

Case #2 (Piceance Basin #1)

Case #3 (Piceance Basin #2)

Poor gas relative permeability
Well head pressure of 15 psi
Poor gas relative permeability
Enhanced water relative permeability
Shi and Durucan model

Case #1 (San Juan Basin)

Undersaturated coal

Variable pore volume compressiblity
Zero water saturation in the cleat volume
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APPENDIX A. SIMULATION FILES
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The Appendix A on the CD-ROM holds all the simulation input and results files
from all simulation runs listed in Table 5.4.
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